Abstract-This paper presents the strategies used by fifth and sixth grade elementary students when they faced problem on pattern generalization. The samples were 3 elementary school students from grade 5 and 6. Students were given a problem of pattern and asked to make generalizations on the given pattern. The data were analyzed to describe the strategies used by students in solving the problem of generalizing patterns. The results indicated that the students were able to generalize on a pattern and start using mathematical symbols in solving problem. The results also revealed that the students used effective strategies to solve the problem of generalizing patterns. Although pattern generalization is not a new concept for elementary school students, it is considered important because pattern generalization can help students learn arithmetic thinking to algebraic thinking so that students are able to produce rules that can be used to determine any value of the pattern.
I. INTRODUCTION
Patterning activities can help students from arithmetic thinking to algebraic generalization and produce rules that can be used to determine any value of the pattern [1] . Researchers have demonstrated that patterning activities can encourage students to construct a variety of generalization [2] , [3] , [4] , [1] , [5] , [6] , [7] . However, sometimes generalizations that students do often turn out to represent a false reasoning [1] . The failure in generalizing of patterns happens because students do not recognize the relationship between the patterns [8] . Therefore, recommendations are provided regarding the learning of algebra [9] : begin the learning of algebra early (in part, by building on students' informal knowledge), integrate the learning of algebra with the learning of other subject matter (by extending and applying mathematical knowledge), include several different forms of algebra thinking (by applying mathematical knowledge), build students' naturally occuring linguistic and cognitive powers (encouraging them at the same time to reflect on what they learn and to articulate what they know), encourage active learning (and the construction of relationships) that puts a premium on sense-making and understanding.
The importance of establishing the students' understanding of algebraic ideas through informal knowledge that students brought to school includes the notion of pattern [9] . The kindergarten students aged 5-6 years reveal a unique fact. It was found that these children indicated early algebraic thinking [10] . These children already recognized the number more than 20 and could perform addition and subtraction with it.
Therefore, it is important to learn how students solve the problem of patten generalization. In this study, the research question is 'how do students solve the problem on the given pattern?'
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The term"pattern" means any regularity which is replicated [11] . The objectives of learning about patterns are as follows. For grades 3 through 5, students are expected to "describe, extend, and make generalizations about geometric and numeric patterns; represent and analyze patterns and functions using words, tables, and graphs [12] .
The framework is based on the research conducted [4] . In conducting research by involving students from grade 8 on the problems of the pattern, students' strategies can be divided into two types: based on trial and error and commonality on a given problem. Students' ability to generalize lies in how they pay attention to local commonality and then generalize these similarities in a given term.
Evidence from teaching experiments has shown that elementary-school students are able to identify the rules or patterns and use them to predict the next values of the given pattern [13] , [14] , articulate the general rule verbally [13] [15] [16] and symbolically [13] [15] [16] [17] [14] . In Indonesia, for elementary students, generalizing the concept of pattern has begun since first grade i.e by knowing and predicting patterns of simple numbers by using image/concrete objects. The generalization is regarded as an important component of activities and developing a generalized algebra is regarded as one of the important goals in mathematics [20] . Through generalization, the general characteristics of the object can be identified so that objects with special characteristic can be classified together. Generalization means carrying reasoning,
III. METHOD
The samples were students from grade 5 and 6 (2 from grade 5 and 1 from grade 6) in Fastabiqul Khairat Samarinda Islamic Boarding School. Students were given a problem of pattern and asked to make generalizations on the given pattern.
Qualitative data from student work and in-depth interviews were analyzed to describe the strategies used by students in solving the problem of generalizing patterns.
IV. RESULT
Given cubes stickers problem: Fig. 1 . Cube stickers problem [6] Students were asked to determine how many stickers were needed if there were 7 cubes, 9 cubes, 49 and n cubes (cubes glued together as in the pictures and one sticker places on each exposed face of each cube. Every exposed face of each cube must have a sticker, so in fig. 1 would need 10 stickers). Researcher : I understand, if your friends asked you to determine how many stickers are needed, just multiplied by 5. Students : Yes, you just multiplied by 5.
According to [9] , the strategy used by subject 1 can be categorized as whole-object strategy, in which students use multiplication in the previous stage to calculate the number of stickers needed. Students do not consider that if cube is glued, the stickers are not counted. Subject 2 was able to determine the sum of stickers needed for any given cube and able to see that for two cubes that are glued together, the sticker does not count. stickers, the remaining 98 have 4 stickers. Subject 3 were able to identified that for cubes that glued together, the sides that glued together does not need stickers.
V. CONCLUSION
Students from fifth and sixth grades were able to represent generalization of pattern generalization verbally. These findings concur with those of [21] , that elementary school students aged 8 years could think about the relationship between the two groups of data and represent it in a very abstract form. The results also reinforce the research conducted [2] that elementary school students are able to identify the rules or patterns and use them to predict the next values for the given pattern and being able to articulate the general rule verbally.
